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Abstract 

Since 2004 the Czech Republic became a member of the European Union and within the 

commercial policy has implemented the EU Common Commercial Policy rules. This study 

focuses on development of the Czech commercial policy before and after it became a member 

of the EU. The objective of this study is to examine development and current state of the 

commercial policy of the Czech Republic. This study identifies the main positives and 

negatives which result from implementation of the EU Common Commercial policy. Within 

trade is examined a relationship between the CR and Germany as the main trading partner. 

The findings arisen from the interviews identify experiences of the Czech companies with the 

Germany partners. The main problem is Czech binding on the German economy which has 

influenced the Czech companies in terms of trade. The Companies provide their experiences 

with the German partners and their diversification on the other markets. One of the companies 

suggested changes for the Czech administration change in order to have more positive 

influence on the trade for companies. They should fixate the direct and the indirect taxes in 

the long-term and the Czech national bank must not arbitrarily and without an explanation to 

influence the exchange rate difference EUR/CZK by dilution of money. The companies did 

not perceive significant changes due to implication of the EU CCP but generally positive such 

as simplification of paperwork and trading. This study concludes that implementation of the 

CCP brought more positives and mainly could open the Czech market for the other 

competitors and discard only the less able and uncompetitive. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Background 

The European Union and its actions affect most of the countries in Europe including the 

Czech Republic which became a member in 2004. This does not affect every area, but the 

main area that the EU has the right to influence significantly is the commercial policy. Trade 

is important for the small economy of the Czech Republic. Instruments of the Czech 

commercail policy such as tariffs, quantitative restriction, contracts fereign politically 

motivated and various trade agreements were replaced by the contractual and autonomous 

instruments of the EU. Due to this change are the conditions for the Czech exporters and 

importers consistent with the conditions which are set for the traders from the other member 

countries of the EU. The change with the old members was not so drastic due to the European 

agreement. It was conducted gradually and in the long term during 90s of the last century.  

This report presents development of the Czech commercial policy before and after it became a 

member of the EU. The significant part of the positive and negative consequences were 

manifested during 10 years of the CR membership in the EU. Knowledge of the consequences 

has a direct impact on the ability to take advantage of best to use our membership in our favor 

and influence the process of the European integration. Moreover, the correct presentation of 

the benefits which the EU brings for people, could improve the image of the EU in the eyes of 

the public.  

It is important to show example of Czech trade with a foreign country in this study. Germany 

was choosen as the main trading partner of the CR for this study. This partnership is unique 

due to historical events, similar culture and so on. The main problem is Czech binding on 

German economy which has influence on the Czech economy.  
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1.2. The Aim of the study  

The main objectives of this research are: 

1) To examine development and the current state of the commercial policy of the Czech 

Republic before and after it became a member of the EU. 

2) To find the main positives and negatives which result from implementation of the EU 

Common Commercial policy. 

3) To examine relationship between the CR and Germany as main trading partners 

 

1.3. Outline 

The analysis begins with the introduction of this study. In the first chapter of literature review 

is described about the foreign trade theories and the EU Common Commercial Policy and 

development of the commercial policy of the Czech Republic. At the end will be discussed the 

main trading partner of the Czech Republic and the description of development of their 

relationship. The third chapter introduces the methodology. It also highlights the main 

advantages and disadvantages of this method and explains why it was chosen. After that the 

data collection process is described. Limitations of the study are introduced at the end of the 

chapter. The next chapter presents and analyses the gathered data. The fifth chapter consists of 

discussion of the research findings. The chapter is divided into two sections. First are points 

of view of the companies and second of the specialists. In the last chapter conclusions are 

drawn. This section attempts also to summarize the findings of the study. 
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2. Literature Review 

 

The aim of this study is to show the development and the current state of the commercial 

policy of the Czech Republic. The first part of this literature review will describe the 

advantages and the disadvantages of both Liberalism and Protectionism and the short history 

of the European integration and the development of the EU Common Commercial Policy. 

This study will pay attention mainly to the EU Common Commercial Policy and the 

development of the commercial policy of the Czech Republic as well as the connection to the 

EU. At the end will be discussed the main trading partner of the Czech Republic and a 

description of development of their relationship. 

 

2.1. Foreign trade theories and commercial policy  

A state is involved in the foreign policy to fulfill its aims and its interests within the 

international arena. The foreign policy is a state activity with a tendency to have an impact in 

the international arena, which is linked with its objectives of its political activities within its 

interests (Ernest, 2013). According to Calvert (1986) the foreign policy is an idea of the 

decisions and activities regarding to the relations between one state and the others.  

The foreign trade is the oldest form of the economic relations and during the last decade is 

moving forward as never before. Nowadays, the foreign trade is an essential part of many 

countries. They have the different measures of the dependence on the foreign trade such as the 

measure of their openness, the size and maturity of the economy. The commercial policy is the 

integral part which creates the institutional terms for the execution of the import and export of 

goods and services which taking place between the domestic and the foreign countries. The 

main regulator, in the terms of the foreign trade relations, is the state, which is supervising the 
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execution of the foreign trade, mainly for the reason of protection and the fiscal such as the 

collecting the tariffs and the other charges (Fojtikova, 2009). 

The main reasons why firms realize the trade is to increase their profits and to import the 

materials and the semi-finished products for lower prices than in the domestic market. "The 

efficiency of the commercial policy has an impact on the condition of the individual accounts 

of the balance trade, on the stabilization and destabilization of the economic development, on 

the change the offer of goods in the domestic country, on the domestic demand, on the offer of 

money and the rate including of the exchange rate. The increase of the export efficiency of the 

country results to the increase of employment (Fojtikova, 2009). Two basic conceptions of the 

foreign trade policy are protectionism and liberalism. These conceptions were always in the 

practice in combination but one of them could prevail (Fojtikova, 2009). 

Liberalism in the eighteenth century brought a new answer to the question: “How to manage 

the politic bodies of Europe?” (Manent, 2014). The advantages of liberalism are mainly for 

the consumers who have a wider selection on the markets and also lower prices because of the 

competitors who create the pressure for the domestic producers who are forced to reduce their 

prices in order to maintain a market (Fojtikova, 2009). It helps to motivate the firms to 

innovate, to gain the new technologies, to extend the range which could help them to expand 

into new areas and stimulates to progressively adapt or expand on the other markets. But the 

disadvantage for the companies is that it is not easy to maintain itself on the market because of 

the competitors who have the new technologies, the cheaper and better products (WTO, 

2013).  

The second type of the trade policy is protectionism. Protectionism was indispensable to the 

economic development for the particular countries during the particular time. For some 

countries the enforced protectionist policy was the secret of its economic success for example, 

in Great Britain and France. It was applied especially in the times of the industrial 

development. In the past was demanded this type of the policy otherwise some countries 

would be exposed utterly vulnerable in a ruthlessly competitive world (Whiteman, 2001). One 

of the main instruments to protect a domestic economy is the implementation of the trade 
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regulations and restrictions for foreign countries. Those countries who accept this tool are 

trying to be self-sufficient and independent of the other countries. The protectionism could be 

positive in a situation of the of production growth which could be caused by obstructing the 

imports from different countries and could cause the increasing employment (Fojtikova, 

2009). 

 

2.2. The EU Common Commercial Policy  

This section will discuss shortly the history of the EU CCP during the EU development. There 

is the clear definition of what the Common Commercial Policy means. It was created during 

the development process of the EC where the member countries fully delegated their 

competence in this area to the EU. 

 

2.2.1. Short history of the EU CCP during the EU development  

The European Economic Community, which was established by the six members, was 

contract of the parties of The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. It has required a 

customs union with external tariffs (Gstöhl, (2013). The community leaders negotiated 

creation a Common Commercial Policy since the establishment of the European Economic 

Community. It was agreed to proceed to the economic integration via the customs union to the 

common market (European Commission 2013). 

The ratification of EEC treaty (1958) was signed unanimously by France, Germany, Italy and 

the Benelux countries (European Commission, 2013). The member countries have the 

determination to extend the Community's powers to non-economic areas. Foundation of the 

EEC and the creation of the Common Market had aims to change the situation of trade and 

production which is under the territory of the Community. The agreement fixed establishment 

of the common market, the custom union and the common policies. In 1968 occurred to 
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abolishing and to prohibition of the renewing the import and export tariffs, and to quantity 

restriction of the imports and exports in 1969. The material, technical and fiscal barriers were 

gradually removed to establish the single market of free movement persons and goods in 

1993. In 1994 the EEA (European Economic Area) entered into force and it created the 

biggest integrated economic zone in the world. It enables the free movement of goods, 

persons, services and capital among the EU and EFTA members (European Commission 

2013). 

 

2.2.2. The EU Common Commercial Policy since the Maastricht treaty 

The Maastricht treaty did not change significantly the EU Common Commercial Policy but 

brought gradual legal adaptations (Gstöhl, (2013). The CCP is based on the unified principles, 

mainly with regards to the changes in the tariff rates, the conclusion of the tariff and trade 

contracts, to the attainment of the measures of liberalization, the export policy and measures 

to protect the trade such as those to be taken in the event of dumping or subsidies. The 

Commission has to submit the proposals to the Council to promote the CCP.  The Council has 

to authorize the Commission to allow the negotiations with one or more countries or the 

international organizations in the terms of contracts which need to be arranged. The 

Commission recommends the methods for the requisite cooperation between the Member 

States which they are obligated to implement (Treaty on the EU, 1992). 

The Maastricht Treaty of 1993 was amended by the Treaty of Amsterdam - effective from 1th 

May 1999. The only change which was agreed with the countries was that the Council could 

by the unanimous decision enlarge the jurisdiction to the internal contracts on the services and 

the intellectual property without amending the Treaty (GSTÖHL, 2013). After the Treaty of 

Nice the EU has the exclusive competences with the services trade and the intellectual 

property rights or the technology transfer. It came into force on 1th February 2003 (European 

Commission, 2013). 
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2.2.3. The EU integration into the World Trade Organization 

After the WWII the EU constituted an important role in the international trading system as a 

supporter of the effective international trade based on the rule of law. This ensures a fair 

market access abroad for the businesses and it is positive for the economic growth of the 

domestic and the foreign countries. The EU took part of the idea of the single market by the 

GATT principles and practices (European Parliament, 2014). The WTO with the institutional 

structure replaced the GATT in 1995. The WTO participates in the formation of the 

international trade and it supervises the trade policies of its members in order to control the 

compliance with the agreed rules and commitments. The aims of the WTO are the trade 

liberalization on the most favored nation basis, the non-discrimination, the transparency of the 

instruments used to the restrict trade and promotion for growth and stability of the world 

economy (Ell-Agraa, 2011). The EU in 1995 as the European Community has become the 

member of the WTO. Countries of the EU are represented by the European Commission as an 

executive organ of all EU members at the WTO sessions and reports to the Council and the 

European Parliament. The EU with WTO has shared ideas of the multilateral trading system, 

as regards removal of the trade barriers for example, the reduction of tariffs and quotas.  

According to the WTO (2014) the EU directed to the gradual liberalization of the internal 

trade by the regulations established in the WTO negotiations. 

 

2.2.4. The EU CCP after the Lisbon Treaty 

The Lisbon Treaty has entered into validity in December 2009 and amended the current EU 

treaty. Georg Koopmann and Marco Wilhelm (2010) claim that the Treaty of Lisbon 

represents second try of extension of the EU on the basis of the contract reform and the last 

country, which had ratified it was the Czech Republic.  

The Lisbon treaty confirmed that all key aspects of the external trade belong to the exclusive 

competences of the EU based on the unified principles, mainly as regards to the changes in the 

tariff rates, the conclusion of the tariff and trade contracts relating to the trade in goods and 
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services, and the commercial aspects of the intellectual property, the foreign direct 

investment, the attainment of  measures of liberalization, the export policy and measures to 

protect the trade such as those to be taken in the event of dumping or subsidies. The Common 

Commercial Policy shall be conducted in the context of the principles and objectives of the 

Union's external action. By establishing a customs union the EU have to proceed to the 

harmonious development of the world trade such as abolish of restrictions on the international 

trade and on the foreign direct investment and elimination of the customs and other barriers. It 

extends and specifies the EU competences in the trade policy. The Council and the European 

Parliament have the equivalent position on the international trade matters.  It reinforces the 

role of the European Parliament in this policy area (The Lisbon treaty, 2007). 

The Lisbon Treaty has given the European Union the legal subjectivity; therefore the power to 

enter to contractual relations and one of the main changes is that foreign direct investment 

(FDI) became an exclusive competence of the EU.  The previous legislation did not specify 

the objectives such as removal of restrictions on FDI and removal of other barriers (European 

Union 2013). 

 

2.2.5. Characteristics of the Common Commercial Policy of the European Union 

One of the most exclusive competences of the EU is to determine the direction for the trade 

and investment relations with the other countries through the CCP. The Common Commercial 

Policy which is performed by the EU has a transnational character and it is a part of the 

common policy with third countries and it is covering all important aspects of the trade in 

goods and services. The European Union is essentially a monopoly on the creation of rules. 

The member countries can make their decisions only with the permission of the EU. The 

member countries fully have delegated its competence to the EU institutions and let them 

make the decisions in the area of the commercial policy (European Union, 2013) 
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2.2.6. Role of bodies of the European union in the Common Commercial Policy 

The executive body of the European Union which is responsible for the issuing legislation, 

making the decisions, compliance with the Union's agreements and day-to-day running of the 

EU is in the hands of the European Commission. It means that the Commission has within its 

competence negotiating and managing of the trade treaties involving the tariff changes, the 

customs and trade provisions and the safeguard measures. The aim is to form the trade and the 

investment environment, which is beneficial for people, entrepreneurship and also to promote 

and maintain the competitiveness of the EU on the foreign markets. 

The European Commission (2013) says that the EU trade policy is involved in the World trade 

Organization which has helped to form scheme of the global trade regulations which means 

that the worldwide economy has maintained open for the trade. It enables to encountering of 

governments to negotiate trade agreements that ensure that trade is open, predictable and 

righteous. The WTO has created the rules for the fair and open trade among all countries from 

the whole world. The governments try to solve the trade problems they face to. Currently it is 

necessary let the EU trade policy works to keep the global trading system and provide the 

adaptation in the rapidly changing world so it is obvious that the Common Commercial Policy 

is a pillar for the external relations of the European Union. 

The possibilities to trade with the whole world can bring the easier way to create jobs for 

Europeans and this has made possible thanks to the EU which has signed a lot of the Free 

Trade Agreements (FTA). FTAs have brought the opportunity to negotiate a better access and 

conditions for trade and investment. 

The EU is interested in opening markets with the partner countries which play an important 

role in the trade. The EU trade policy tries to open markets for the European workers, 

exporters and investors through repeal the barriers to the markets. The European Commission 

says that deep cooperation with countries outside Europe could bring for example removing 

the permanent problems for exporters and increasing the opportunities for the EU businesses 

to get equal access to procurement market outside the EU. The rules of the international trade 

ensure that the trade has to be equitable. The EC delegates and defends the European interests 

which are discussed during the meetings with the World Trade Organization and assure 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Separation_of_powers#European_Union
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Union
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaties_of_the_European_Union
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fulfillment of engagements that are negotiated with the WTO together to ensure that the trade 

is performed fairly and the prices can not cause unfair harm to the European companies, 

workers and entrepreneurs. 

The other obligation is to help people all around the world to get out of poverty and promote 

them in their trading. The EU supports the world's poorest countries by opening its markets. 

EU Trade Commissioner Karel De Gucht (2013) said that the world tariffs declined and this 

creates beneficial market access to the poor countries but there are still barriers such as 

standards, intellectual property rights and public procurement. 

Countries which are members of the EU are part of these efforts and aims which are provided 

and delegated to the authorities of the EU. The Treaty of Lisbon has also strengthened the role 

of the European Parliament together with the Council also takes action for performing the 

Common Commercial Policy. They share the fundamental legislation on the commercial 

questions such as the adoption of regulations regarding antidumping and protective measures 

or the provision of trade preferences to the developing countries. The Parliament is more 

involved in the process of the trade negotiations because has the right to be informed about 

the progress of such negotiations regularly and has an influence during formation the new 

trade strategy of the EU. The Council represents a central role as it mandates the Commission 

to initiated negotiations and gives negotiating directives to the Commission through the 

Council's "Trade Committee". Before the Council will conclude the trade covenants with the 

third countries it is necessary to get the agreement of the Parliament and it is also responsible 

for the final ratification of these agreements. 

According to Koopmann and Wilhelm (2010) this raises the question as to whether trade and 

the conclusion of trade agreements are in the Lisbon Treaty in order to increasingly promote 

non-trade objectives (economic development, protection of the environment, etc.) and thus to 

further promote “deep integration” between the EU and its partner countries. 
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2.3. Instruments of the EU Common Commercial Policy  

For the purpose of this dissertation, after the short introduction of the history of the EU who 

controls the Common Commercial Policy, it is important to demonstrate what kind of changes 

the Common Commercial Policy has brought for the members of the EU and which 

instruments are used. 

El-Agraa (2007) says that the EU Common Commercial Policy is enforced through trade 

policy instruments and through commercial contracts and agreements. These instruments are 

evidence that the Common Commercial Policy is moving in the different direction than what 

it propagates. The EU is closed before the outside world and these instruments are used 

against non-preferred nations. There are many tools of the EU commercial policy, which 

cover many areas of trade. We can find more ways how to divide these tools, which are 

designed to the application of principles and agreements within the Common Commercial 

Policy. Tools are distinguished on autonomous and contractual instruments according to 

Rozehnalova (2006). 

Depending on what forms the basis of every measure is distinguished between the 

autonomous and contractual commercial policy. The contractual policy include each 

contractual agreement with the third countries, relate to imports and exports of goods and the 

others for example, the FDI, the intellectual property rights, good governance, environment 

and services. These contracts may have both bilateral and multilateral character. The 

autonomous trade policy contains the measures which are implemented by the European 

Union outside of the scope of the contractual obligations. This includes the common export 

and import regulations, the protection measures, the measures against unfair trade practices, 

the quantitative restriction etc. The autonomous instruments are possible to divide into tariff 

and non-tariff measures (Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic, 2005). 

El-Agraa (2007) observes the importance of the trade policy instruments especially in the 

areas of tariff, non-tariff barriers and regulatory measures, in the area of rules for trade in 
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services and lastly in the conclusion of preferential trade contracts and agreements. According 

to Hix (2005), the EU CCP has the four main instruments namely the unified customs tariff to 

the third countries, import quotas, anti-dumping measures and voluntarily closed rules on 

imports between the countries. However, the use of the EU CCP instruments is largely 

predetermined by the Community membership in the World Trade Organization. 

 

2.3.1. Tariff 

A tariff belongs to one of the oldest financial instruments and it is included in the tariff 

instruments. The tariff is a rate which is charged by a state for goods crossing the border 

(Daniels, 2001). Tariffs are burden for export goods, which increase its price on the domestic 

market and gives chance to the domestic producers, who would not be able to produce at a 

lower price (Johnston, 2010). 

According the Customs Administration of the Czech Republic (2013) the tariff could be 

divided in terms of calculation, in terms of purpose, in terms of the movement of goods. The 

EU promotes the free trade among the member states and the main reason why the EU should 

use the tariffs is, how Grimwade (2000) says, to prevent threats to a particular industry by the 

foreign competition but they are also important revenue to the state budget. 

The Common Custom Tariffs are published every year in the Official Journal of the European 

Union and the rate is used for import goods derived from country which is provided clause of 

the highest benefits. They were created as the unweighted arithmetic average tariff rates of all 

member countries after the transition period, during which all import tariff and quantitative 

measures from 1968 were removed. The member countries must abide them and their change 

is not in the competence of individual countries. Any modification of tariffs depends on a 

common decision.  

However, when we examine this issue more closely, we can find that there are large 

differences in the amount of tariff among different groups of products. The European Union 
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tries by this differentiation to reduce the imports which could threaten certain sectors and 

promote the imports of products that are needed (European Commission, 2013). 

The Customs Code of the community, which is performed by the customs authorities of the 

member states, was implemented in 1994. The Customs Code (TARIC) is valid throughout 

the territory of the Community for exports and imports of goods (Ministry of Industry and 

Trade of the Czech Republic, 2005). On the official website (TARIC Consultation) of the EC 

it is possible to find the Integrated Tariff of the European Communities and it is announced 

irregularly by the form of Council Regulation (EEC) in accordance with the current interests 

and needs of the EU (European Commission, 2013).  

Regarding to the import of so-called "sensitive products" it is levied higher tariff and in some 

cases are even introduced the import quotas. These measures relate to the production of the 

sector in which exist unused and excess capacity and where the EU is struggling with the 

sectorial structural crisis. The greatest protection is provided by the EU for farmers, although 

in this area the EU has committed to reduce tariff (European Commission, 2013). 

 

2.3.2. Non-Tariff barriers 

The EU uses in the framework of its commercial policy also non-tariff instruments mainly in 

order to limit imports to the EU (Fojtíková, 2007). The use of non-tariff measures for 

restricting of the international trade is not permitted because of the Union membership in the 

World Trade Organization. However, in the case of permission to use these trade restrictions 

these are determined on period of validity of the measures. When defined period is fulfilled it 

is needed to examine if there are still the threats for the market.  Based on the investigation is 

then decided whether to repeal the measure or to extend it or modify it (El-Agraa, 2007). 
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Quantitative restrictions 

They increase the price in the domestic market, but they are not income for the government, 

only in cases that the government collects the quota rents (El-Agraa, 2007). Based on the 

results of the Uruguay round, the EU had to abolish its system of quantitative restrictions on 

imports with the countries which are members of the WTO. Nowadays, when the market is 

fully integrated and with existence of the single market it has resulted to abolition and 

harmonization of these restrictions. Quotas remain widespread mainly with the countries 

which are not members of the WTO. For example, Kazakhstan is not allowed to exceed 

amount of steel due to the yearly quota which determines the maximum amount that could be 

imported (El-Agraa, 2007). 

 

 

Anti-dumping measures 

To the dumping occurs when a company exported goods at a price lower than the price 

charged in the domestic market or third-country markets, or at a price less than the costs of its 

production. The WTO decides on whether a dumping is unfair competition. Rozehnalová 

(2006) indicates that in the short period of these practices can benefit consumers and it is also 

probable that in the short term could be limited stimulation of the domestic industry. In a long 

term is the dumping and subsidizing considered as a negative phenomenon which is harmful 

to the domestic economy.  

The WTO Agreement focus is on how governments can or cannot react to dumping and it 

disciplines anti-dumping actions. It allows governments to act against the dumping if it is 

harmful to the competing domestic industry. In order to do that the government has to be able 

prove that the dumping is harmful for the home market. The countries can take an action 

against the dumping such as charging an extra import duty on the particular product from the 

particular exporting country to change the price to be more equal to the "normal value" to 
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prevent harm to the domestic industry in the importing country. There are many different ways 

of calculating whether the particular product is being dumped heavily or only lightly (WTO, 

2014). 

According to Eli-Agra (2011) is the dumped price defined as a price of exported goods under 

some "normal" price which dominates in the domestic market. The anti-dumping measures are 

implemented for the purpose to protect the market of the EU from imports of the products 

with price is below a fair market value. The rules are contained in the Agreement on 

Implementation of Article VI of GATT 1994 and they are transported into the EU law. 

Initiation of the anti-dumping proceeding is entrusted to the European Commission which 

does so on the basis of the EU producers, at the request of an EU country but it can also do so 

on its own initiative. The European Commission has to investigate the allegations of dumping 

by exporting producers in non-EU countries. According to the investigation, the Council will 

impose an anti-dumping duty on the proposal from the European Commission or stops the 

other inquiries without imposition of measures. The proceedings have to be completed within 

15 months of initiation. Definitive measures are normally applicable for five years (European 

Commission, 2013). 
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Anti-subsidy measures 

The EU anti-subsidy rules define a subsidy as financial support paid by a government or a 

public body, through which can benefit those who receive it.  The EU can impose the 

countervailing duties and thereby lower the benefit of such a subsidy if it is limited to a 

concrete firm, an industry or group of firms or industries. The EU industry which consider 

that subsidized non-EU countries cause injure for the EU industry can lodge a complaint to 

the European Commission. The Council of the EU has to impose measures within 13 months, 

which are applicable for five years (European Commission, 2013). 

 

Regulatory barriers 

Regulations are distinguished on technical which are mandatory and standards which are non-

mandatory. The mandatory regulations are established by the EU due to the Agreement on 

Technical Barriers to Trade which is signed within the WTO agreements. The non-mandatory 

regulations such as the assurance of quality to consumers are secured by the standards institute 

(El-Agraa, 2007).  As an example can be mentioned noise emission limits for machinery or 

labeling requirements such as health warnings on the tobacco products or the energy 

consumption levels of the household appliances. These regulations increase the cost of export. 

The manufacturer has to fulfill the standard or to pay for the cost of demonstrating compliance 

with the importing country's rules (El-Agraa, 2011).   
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2.4. Internal market 

As it was mentioned above the internal market of the EU is a single market of the free 

movement of goods, services, capital and persons. The aim is that the citizens are able freely 

live, work, study and do business in any of the EU member country. It was founded in 1993 

and since then it has done big progress. For example it is open more to competition, created 

new jobs, consumers and businesses can choose more affordable prices from wider selection 

of products. The effort of the EU is to more simplify the regulations which still remain and 

hinder citizens and businesses so they could gain benefits of the single market as much as it is 

possible. 
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2.5. Commercial policy of the Czech Republic before it joined the 

EU 

The aim of this part is to focus on the development of commercial policy of the Czech 

Republic, mainly before it became a member of the EU. It was the determining economic 

situation for the development of the Czech foreign trade and therefore it is divided into three 

periods: before 1989, after Velvet Revolution and after joining the EU. 

 

2.5.1. Commercial policy before 1989 

In the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic (CSSR) during occupation by The Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics (USSR) the assets such as banks, insurance companies and other 

companies were nationalized and prices were distorted by subsidies, taxes and the exchange 

rate which was adjusted, so that real prices were completely separated from the world market 

prices. Some goods on the domestic market were much cheaper and some were more 

expensive than on the world market (Fojtikova, 2009). 

Liberalism was scorned by the government and socialism was implemented by its force. The 

state influence in the economic and political development of the CSSR was strong. This 

system was maintained more than forty years. The central organs had to know that, when they 

created a plan of the foreign trade some risks could occur during the performance of the plan 

but one of the advantages was that the leadership tried to maintain a balance of the foreign 

trade and also balance of payments (Fojtikova, 2009). The CSSR was uncompetitive compare 

to the Western countries because of the central planning, which was ineffective in the 

agriculture and industry structure of the production, because of low level of its labor 

productivity and slow growth of its scientific technological development. 
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2.5.2. Development of foreign commercial policy in 1989-2004 

After the Velvet revolution in 1989, it occurred to drastic change in the CSSR economy from 

the central planning of the economy to the market economy. This situation led to 

transformation of the foreign trade from protectionism to the liberalization. The monopole of 

business of the foreign trade was canceled and the number of subjects who were involved in 

the activity of foreign trade started to grow. In the following years, the volume of the foreign 

trade increased up to the definitive release of the foreign trade which happened in 1992 

(Fojtikova, 2009). 

The plan for the foreign trade was totally changed on the classical tools, which were used 

occasionally towards the developed western countries. In Europe occurred to many changes 

and the most significant was the extinction of the CSSR when was formed border between the 

Czech Republic and Slovakia in 1992. The domestic trade with Slovakia became for the CR 

the foreign trade. The other change was the dissolution of The Council for the Mutual 

Economic Assistance, which was an economic organization under the leadership of the Soviet 

Union. This meant for the CR the need to find new partners for trade due to the ruptured 

relations with the east markets. The CR had to find new trade partners who would deliver the 

required products that signed the bilateral or multilateral preferential agreements with the 

European countries, and renewal the most favored nation with USA. The most important 

partners became markets of developed market economies, especially markets of the EU 

countries (Fojtikova, 2009). 

 

After the fall of the Iron Curtain, the CSSR began to develop relations with the neighboring 

countries and the others regions, such as North America and South Asia. The CSSR renewed 

its membership in the International Monetary Fund and in the World Bank. There were 

worries that the liberalization of Czech commercial policy will cause sharp grow of import 

because of the new opportunity for consumers to spend their money abroad. An import 

surcharge was implemented for this purpose. The Federal ministry of foreign trade worked in 

the area of foreign trade till 1992 and then it was replaced by the Ministry of Industry and 

Trade, whose responsibilities were for example coordinating the foreign trade policy and 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soviet_Union
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soviet_Union
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negotiating the trade contracts (Fojtikova, 2009). 

 

2.5.3. Agreement between CR and other countries 

The European Agreement of Association, which entered into force since 1995, began the 

gradual integration and created a legal framework for the creation of a free trade zone between 

the Czech Republic and the European Community. The CR was a member of the Central 

European Free Trade Agreement till 2004 when entered into the EU with those who had a free 

trade zone agreement and the European Free Trade Association. The CR had preferential 

agreements with Turkey and Israel and it continued in fulfillment of the obligations of the 

GATT especially in the area of reducing the tariffs and the other barriers in trade (Fojtikova, 

2009). 

In 1992 the government issued a statement that the CR will continue in the liberalization of 

foreign trade, that it will focus on the export policy, it will support the creation of 

competitiveness and new contacts. In that time, it was important to focus on the institutional 

changes. The CR for realization of the trade policy during the transformation used the 

autonomous tariff tools such as quotas and tariffs, which were not used as much as it should 

be in negotiations with the other countries and thus did not protect the internal market. The 

other tool was the non-tariff tool such as an export subsidy. Even when the non-tariff tool was 

used properly, the domestic producers were not still protected. The CR business opportunities 

increased and the trade barriers were removed due to membership in the WTO. In the 

beginning of the transformation, the CR traded mainly with the western countries but later 

restored its relations with the countries of eastern and middle Europe (Fojtikova, 2009). 
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2.6. Application of the Common Commercial Policy of the European 

Union in the Czech Republic 

In this part is written about the application of the EU Common Commercial Policy to the 

Czech Republic. In matters of the Common Commercial Policy occurred delegation of 

decision making on the bodies of the EU. For the CR was important to join the EU and to 

become a part of the general commercial policy. The CR became a part of more powerful 

group in the world economy, which has greater influence in that area than had as a separate 

unit and have a possibility to promote our interests. It depended on skills of our 

representatives and their abilities to promote the interests of the Czech priorities among the 

common priorities of the EU. Separately, the member countries can conclude bilateral 

agreements with the other member states or with third countries. They can conclude only the 

intergovernmental or interdepartmental character of treatments focusing on the individual 

areas of economic, scientific-technological and industrial cooperation (MPO, 2006). 

The foreign trade policy has these fundamental changes. The CR delegated the legislative 

initiatives of the Czech Government to the European Commission, and legislative decision-

making powers from Czech Parliament to the Council of the EU and the European Parliament. 

The CR accepted and implemented the Community's trade policy legislation and terminated 

all relevant national legislation (MPO, 2006) 

Trade with the member states of the EU ceased to be foreign trade and became internal trade 

because the CR became part of the single internal market, which means free movement of 

goods, services, capital, persons and gained border of union. The trade with the non-EU 

countries or third countries still remains a foreign trade. The CR had to assume the EU law 

about the Common Commercial Policy thus renounce its sovereignty in that area and cannot 

make a decision as an independent unit. The CR had to ceased its applied foreign trade policy 

with third countries till 30
th

 April 2004 and began to participates in shaping the EU Pommon 

Commercial Policy with the other member states (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech 
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Republic 2003). 

 

2.6.1. Advantages of assumption of the Common Commercial Policy  

 

The CR gained the possibility of the free movement of goods to the countries which are 

members of the EU without imposing tariffs, quantitative restrictions, administrative barriers 

of export and import, proof of its origin, establishment of customs warehouses and different 

certificates. It was accepted that would be better completion of delivery, dealing with 

reclamation and service activities. The EU has more preferential agreements with third 

countries, and the CR as a member of the EU became more trustworthy for partners. 

Advantage is that it has gained new contracts and better agreements with the partners. The 

high growth of the Czech exports is positively reflected in the overall state of the Czech 

economy (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, 2003). 

The companies can operate, they can invest on the greater market, and they have benefits from 

competitiveness of the EU on the world market. Also, they can perform their activities in a 

business environment which has the clear rules regarding the competition, use of the labor 

force and a better access to capital and procurement. Small and medium enterprises have 

access to the EU's programs, which means that they can use the Structural Funds. The CR as a 

member of the EU has greater influence in negotiations with the countries which are the 

members of the WTO (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic 2003). 

 

2.6.2. Disadvantages of assumption of the Common Commercial Policy 

Entrepreneurs have to compete with the developed competitors from Europe whose products 

have free access to the Czech market but also with the countries with which the EU has the 

preferential agreements. They have to deal with the higher requirements such as 
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environmental protection, business ethics, and stringent regulations on consumer protection, 

safety and health of the workers (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic. 2003). 

Before the entry into the EU due to circumstances from the past, which had impact on the CR 

competitiveness they could not increase it on the level of western countries. Enterprisers had 

to fight with new obstacles. Who wanted to remain on the market had to changed their focus 

on cheap goods and pay attention on quality, innovation, service, reliability, be interested in 

what customers need. They had to change their marketing approach as well (Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic 2003).  

 

2.6.3. Trade with third countries outside the European Union 

Since the CR entered to the EU, its legislation and its international agreements with the third 

countries ceased to apply, and the EU adopted this role. The CR had to accept the 

international contracts with third countries, which were signed by the EU. The agreements are 

mainly closed on a specific industry such as textile, steel and agricultural products. The most 

significant are mainly the preferential agreements, in which are the beneficial conditions for 

the mutual trade. They contain the goal to abolish tariffs mainly with the industrial products or 

reduction of tariffs, for most of agricultural products in the area of the free trade. The EU 

Countries including the CR undertake perform the Common Commercial Policy of the EU 

and has agreed that will act to the third countries equally. One of the most significant changes 

was the assumption of the customs tariff of the EU, which is bound in the WTO and the other 

tariffs which are agreed in the preferential agreements. These measures exist to protect the 

EU's market before the increased imports of product, which could be a threat for the EU's 

products which are valid only for the non-EU members. But the tariffs and the trade barriers 

among the members of the EU have been cancelled (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech 

Republic, 2003). 
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2.6.4. Current meaning of commercial policy for the CR 

The EU plays one of the biggest roles in the international trade due to the EU's Common 

Commercial Policy. Mainly because the EU is the biggest exporter and more than 30 million 

people are involved in the work process with trade whether it is directly or indirectly. For the 

CR is crucial to be part of the significant players in order to bring development for people and 

businesses. The CR has committed to follow a common policy on the international trade and 

investment and with the other countries act as one voice in the trade negotiations. The main 

body of the general commercial policy and who represent 28 countries is the European 

Commission, which oversees the proper functioning of the international trade contracts with 

the third countries. The CR is fully under the legislation of the EU in the international trade 

and has to apply tools which were mentioned in the chapter about the Common Commercial 

Policy (Europa, 2014).  
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2.7.  Trade between the Czech Republic and Germany 

In most of this work is described the development of the Czech Republic trade policy with the 

aim to show the development of cooperation between the CR and Germany. Germany has 

played an important role in the beginning of the CR and nowadays, as well. The relationship 

was influenced by development of the trade policy of the CR together with other aspects.  

2.7.1. Development of trade relation between the Czech Republic and Germany  

Since 1945-1949 relation between the CSSR and Germany was not optimal. The main reason 

was that Germany had to capitulate and it was occupied by the USSR, the USA, the UK and 

France and this caused division of Germany on 4 occupation zones. In that time, the CR had 

the economical relation with occupied Germany divided since 1947 on three occupation zones 

which were the Soviet, British-American and French. After the WWII, the economical 

relation with Germany did not exist. Trade of the CSR with Germany declined, and Germany's 

territory was used only for transit of their goods. Since 1947, were concluded the trade 

agreements with the individual occupation authorities. But the mutual trade exchange with 

these occupation zones was low (Seifert, 2002). 

 

In 1957, Germany belonged among the countries who established European Community. 

Germany was divided till 1990 when it was again unified (Magazine - Deutschland, 2008). 

The CR performed the majority of their international trade with the eastern bloc, where the 

eastern part of Germany belonged too. After 1989 when other markets were opened for the 

CR their orientation continued with the international trade mainly with Germany which was 

strongly rooted already (Seifert, 2002). 

In 1990 occurred to unification of Germany and in 1993 was established the CR. These events 

had the most significant role for their economic relations. The CR started to modernize, tried 

to cope with the western markets and wanted to become a member of the European 

Community. Germany was interested in the reforms of eastern countries in order to obtain 

new markets where would be an opportunity to sell their products. The positive development 

of restructuring and modernization of the Czech economy was driven mainly by exports of the 
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German investment units. After the dissolution of CSSR fell the greater part of trade with 

Germany to the Czech Republic (Had, Kotyk et al., 1998). 

Germany and the Czech Republic as a member of the EU are part of the internal market. 

Nowadays, because of the single internal market of the EU the movement of commodities 

between the CR and Germany is not limited already. The Czech and German authorities can 

stop movement of goods if products are harmful for people. Their trade and economic relation 

are regulated by the EU internal market. Also the CR has bilateral and multilateral agreements 

with Germany which concretize the areas of the business cooperation. The largest bilateral 

chamber of Commerce in the CR is the German Chamber of Commerce, which has 600 

members. It supports the economic relations and the international competitiveness of the CR 

(Cyrrus. 2012). 

 

According to the annual reports of Ministry of the Industry and Trade (2013) the trade 

relations between the Czech Republic and Germany had developed dynamically and 

especially when the CR entered to the EU and all trade barriers were abolished. Nowadays, 

Germany still remains the most significant trade partner for the CR even through declining of 

exchange trade between the CR and Germany in the past. Orientation on Germany in such a 

high level has created for the CR dependence on their economic development, and it could be 

dangerous for development of the Czech economy. The CR is known for its orientation on 

export which is one of the main areas where is operating, but if Germany have a recession in 

the economy it will affect exporters and the rate of economic growth in the CR, as well. 

From the statistic office of Germany and the Czech Republic (2013) is mentioned order of the 

major commodities that are exported from Germany. Export from the Czech Republic to 

Germany is mainly performed to Bádensko- Württenmbersko. Among the main goods which 

are exported from the CR belongs the machinery and the transport equipment where belong 

mainly the road vehicles and the electrical machinery. Regarding to the services dominates the 

transport such as the road, rail and pipeline transport. Because of the deeper cooperation with 

Germany nowadays the overall balance is positive despite the crisis in 2008. In 2002, the 

economic situation caused the decline in the foreign trade of Germany. However, in 2003 
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Germany surpassed the USA and Japan regarding to export and won the title of the world's 

largest exporter. It has a positive impact on the development of the foreign trade balance. 

High balance is achieved mainly in the trade with the machinery and transport equipment 

(CZSO, 2013). It is important to maintain good cooperation with Germany and further 

develop relation whom reliable partner for the CR. The high share of the Czech export to 

Germany indicates the connectedness of these economies (CYRRUS. 2012). 
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2.7.2. Institutions supporting trade between the CR and Germany 

 

The Ministry of Industry and Trade (MIT) 

The MIT was established with effect from 1992. It is the central authority of the Czech 

government policy within of industry, trade, raw materials and economic relations with 

foreign countries. It coordinates the foreign trade policy of the CR in relation to individual 

states. It provides the negotiation of the bilateral and multilateral commercial and economic 

agreements including the commodity agreements and so on. 

 

Czech Trade Agency 

This agency is subordinated to the Ministry of Industry and Trade. The aim of the agency is to 

facilitate companies to decide about selection of suitable territories, to shorten the time of 

entry to the market and promote activities aimed at the further development of the company 

abroad (Czech Trade, 2014). 

 

Czech centers 

Czech centers promote the Czech culture scene in the international arena and enhance the 

reputation of the Czech Republic in the world. They are established by the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs to promote the Czech Republic abroad (Czech centers, 2014). 

 

Czech-German Commercial and Industrial Chamber 
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The Czech-German Commercial and Industrial Chamber is a part of the worldwide network of 

bilateral foreign chambers of commerce. It promotes the economic cooperation between the 

Czech Republic and Germany. Since 1993 it supports through wide portfolio of services 

Czech companies in entering the German market. On behalf of the German Ministry of 

Economics offers to the Czech and Germany companies the network of contacts and 

represents their interests in communication with politicians and the public. It also provides the 

professional consultancy on all matters relating to entry to the German market (CNOPK, 

2014). 

The Czech Export Bank (CEB) 

The CEB is a specialised banking institution which is directly and indirectly owned by the 

Czech state. It was established in 1995 and it is one of the pillars of the government's export 

policy system. Its aim is to support the Czech exports and awareness of the Czech Republic in 

order to promote the overall competitiveness of Czech products throughout the world (CEB, 

2014). 

 

Export Guarantee and Insurance Corporation 

EGAP credit insurance corporation insuring credit related to exports of goods and services 

from the Czech Republic against  political and commercial risks, which are uninsurable by 

commercial insurance (EGAP, 2014). 
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2.8. Conclusion of the Literature Review 

In the first part is described development of the EU Common Commercial Policy (CCP) their 

tools and executive organs. This is one of the following policies which were implemented by 

the CR after it joined the EU. This study is mainly focused on development of the Czech 

Republic commercial policy. The main objective of this study is to show advantages and 

disadvantages which the EU CCP brought for the Czech Republic, their businesses and 

entrepreneurs. There are many advantages. Some of them are more significant such as making 

decisions within the bigger integral. Some of them affect particular part such as possibility to 

use money from the Structural Funds for businesses. 

The last part of the literature review is focused on the relationship of the main trading partner 

of the Czech Republic. Nowadays, Germany plays important role for the Czech Republic 

mainly for export and import of machinery and transport equipment. That area is supported by 

the government of CR for example through the Czech trade agency. 
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3. Methodology 

The main objective of this study is to analyse development of the commercial policy of the 

CR with a focus on the relationship with Germany. Primary research will be used for 

assessing of development of the Czech Republic commercial policy before it become member 

of the EU and after. Also assessment of experiences of the Czech companies which trade with 

the German companies. The interviewees will be two specialists. The first worked as deputy 

of minister of MIT and the second worked for a private commercial company. Other 

interviewees are the Czech companies, which trade with Germany. The specialists and the 

companies will be interviewed through the Internet. 

The main source of primary information in this study will be interviews; therefore the 

essential part of the methodology describes different types of interviews, their advantages and 

disadvantages.  

There are ways how to identify themes such as an inductive approach. The researcher based 

on the themes and from the theoretical understanding of the definitions found in literature 

reviews (an a priori approach). A priori approach means that themes are developed 

independent of the data, which are from previous developed ideas of the researched topic 

(Ryan and Bernard, 2003). In this research will be themes identify from literature review and 

also from interviews. 
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3.1. Strategy for the social research  

To get the primary data is required for this research survey the most suitable strategy. It is 

essential to choose the appropriate strategy for the social research before its implementation. 

An unsuitable strategy can cause failure of the project. There are a few strategies for the social 

research but there is not a strategy which is better than the others because different research 

strategies suits to different researches (Denscombe, 2003). 

Due to focusing on development of commercial policy of the Czech Republic is needed to use 

for the research the interviews with the Czech specialists and Czech companies who can 

provide reliable information about this topic. Czech specialists and companies are 

interviewing through internet because of far distance between the Czech Republic and 

England (the research author studied in England at the time of interviews). Interview is 

suitable due to small number of interviewees and open-ended questions to get more 

information for surveyed topic. 

Questioners are more suitable for more respondents who have a choice among number of 

fixed alternatives. If it is used its complexity has to be kept to a minimum that the interviewer 

do not lose control of questions (Robson, 2002). The number of the specialists in this 

surveyed area is limited because for the answers are needed such respondents who have 

experiences or who are specialists. 

3.2. Interview 

Interview is most applicable research method for this study. Interview is one of the research 

methods during which interviewer is asking questions and eventually receive answers from 

people who are interviewing (Robson, 2002). There are three types of interviews such as 

structured interviews, semi-structured interviews and unstructured interviews (Saunders et al., 

2000).  
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For this research is used the structured interview with possibility of change. Fully structured 

interview has predetermined questions with fixed wording. Each respondent is faced with the 

same questions and it is appropriate for collecting large number of data. The main difference 

from an interview based survey questionnaire is the open response questions (Robson, 2002). 

Semi-structured interview has predetermined questions, which can be modified during the 

interview. It is mainly based upon the interviewer's perception, question wording can be 

changed and inappropriate parts can be omitted (Denscombe, 2002). The interviewees can 

develop their ideas and speak more widely, their answers are open-ended and interview is 

more flexible (Robson, 2002). These types are widely used in the flexible qualitative designs. 

There is possibility of interviews in a group context as well as one-to-one. It can be used in 

structured, semi-structured or unstructured interview (Robson, 2002). For this work is used a 

semi-structured interview because the questions were predetermined and there is a possibility 

to modify them during an interview. 

 

3.2.1. Advantage 

One of the main advantages of the interview is a flexible and an adaptable way how to get 

information. The information is in wider details and goes to the depth of the topics. The 

researcher can gain important findings based on the collected information and the knowledge 

of informants and for the interviewer is not required a special equipment just the conversation 

skills. Interviewee has an opportunity develop their opinions and ideas, explain their views 

and determine critical factors and interviewer can develop the questions during the interview. 

The interview required to arrange convenient time and location, which guarantees 

comparatively high response rate. There is a possibility to use internet and an interviewee has 

plenty time for filling responses and send them in the text form. It is more accurate than a tape 

recorded interview where voices could be unclear. Interview is more personal element and 

people usually like it more than questionnaires. They have a chance to say their opinions 

while interviewer should listen only and not to criticize (Denscombe, 2010). 
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3.2.2. Disadvantage 

It can be hard to analyse, transcribe and decode the data and it can even be time-consuming. 

There are there usually inconsistent answers and data have a relatively open format. 

Reliability is compromised by subjective impact of interviewer mainly if the interview is 

translated from a different language. Objectivity is not achieved due to involvement of 

different individuals. Presence of the interviewer and an audio recorder can affect the 

interviewee answers and it does not help them to overcome embarrassment from the topic. A 

respondent can feel quite uncomfortable to speak about personal elements. Another 

disadvantage is that it costs a lot of time and money to travel for the respondents (Denscombe, 

2010).  

3.2.3. Interviews through internet 

One of the options how to lead interviews with interviewees is through internet. There are 

mostly advantages of this approach such as researcher can interview people all around the 

world without paying traveling costs and phone calls costs and it is not that much time 

consuming for both sides.  The interviewer can choose many ways how to conduct interview 

via internet: for example through e-mail correspondence, via Skype, via Facebook or via some 

different communicator. 

One of the easiest ways of managing an interview through the internet is to send an e-mail. 

The interviewer can send unified e-mails to all interviewees. Respondents have enough time 

to reply and they can think about their answers longer than during a face to face interview. 

The disadvantage with collecting information through the internet is that the researcher cannot 

see non-verbal communication that could be important for understanding the respondent 

ideas. It is possible that different cultural origins, different sex, ethnicity or social class 

between the researcher and interviewee can affect results of the interview but through internet 

these all are eliminated (Denscombe, 2003). This approach through e-mail was used for this 

research. 
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3.3. Ethical issues  

The researcher has to consider ethical issues during an interview creating. The main ethical 

aspects are for example, privacy of participants, voluntariness of participation, confidentiality 

and anonymity (Saunders et al., 2003).  

The interview schedule designed for the current study follows ethical aspects because the 

interviewees can freely decide about information, which should be include in research. 

Furthermore, the answers were made anonymous. Finally, the company and specialists names 

are omitted in order to protect their identity mainly to avoid distortion. The actual research 

strategy fulfills the required ethical standards (Saunders et al., 2003). 

3.4. Research methods used in this study  

The interview is appropriate method which was used for this study. There is the need to ask 

specialists or companies, which have experiences in that area. The contacts of the companies 

and specialists were found on the internet. The interview was sent through email. First 

interviews were made with the Czech companies which trade with Germany. For this research 

are used name of the companies A, B, C and D. These companies operate on the industrial 

sector. The main questions were about their experiences with the German companies and their 

adaptation on the EU Common Commercial Policy and how much they rely on the German 

market. Second interview is with specialists in area of trade policy Ing. Lenka Svetlanova and 

Ing. Miroslav Němec. The questions which were asked were mainly connected with the 

objectives of the literature review. 

3.5. Limitations of research 

There are limitations in the primary research which cannot be ignored. There is no opportunity 

to ask many specialists on this area outside the academic world. This is the reason that one of 

the interviewees is the professor from Technical University of Ostrava because she is 

relatively easy to access. She used to work for a private commercial company. Nowadays, she 
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works at the University and she focuses on foreign trade relations with third countries and the 

economic policy. 

The limitations are connected with subjective opinions of respondents and small number of 

companies which responded on interview. Interviews with more specialists or more 

companies would have required a longer time. This study is based on data collected only from 

two specialists and four companies. It means not every respondent answered. On the other 

hand the interviewees which answered the interview are professionals in this area therefore 

the gained results are valuable. It would be appropriate to get more time for this study and 

analyze more interviews and plan the interview with specialists later because they were 

engagement to more important responsibilities during this research. Other limitation is that 

researcher is from the Great Britain and he does not have access to most academic materials 

from the CR which would help him to deeper understand the topic. 
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4. Findings 

 

The aim of this interview is to find the advantages and disadvantages of trading between the 

Czech and Germany companies, which are related to the development of the commercial 

policy of the CR. Also find the trading experiences of the Czech companies, which they have 

with the German partners. To answer the question what is the binding between the Czech and 

German companies to show, that it is strong and that the Czech Republic was affected during 

the recession in Germany due to this binding. It should imply that the trading with Germany is 

one of the most important markets and one of the most necessary for the CR and Czech 

exporters. Other aim is to find how they perceive opportunities and threats of the future 

development of trading. Interviews are important for this work to determine the real 

experiences of the Czech companies trading with Germany and their perception of application 

of the commercial rules which are determined for the CR through the Common Commercial 

Policy of the EU. And also find out whether companies use the benefits that result for the EU 

Member States. 

 

Interviews could be found in the Appendix A. 
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5. Discussion 

 

This part discusses the data collected from interviews. First are discussesed the interviews 

answered by companies A, B,C and D. The Czech companies provided their experiences of 

the trade with the Germany companies and their mutual relations. How the Czech companies 

perceive membership of the CR in the EU and the impact of the EU actions in terms of trade. 

Secondly are analyzed the interviews answered by the specialists. Specialists provided their 

point of view on the topic which is analyzed in this research. First part is their assessment of 

the commercial policy of the CR and a position of the Czech entrepreneurs. Second part is 

their evaluation of the relation between the CR and Germany regarding the trading between 

businesses. 

 

5.1. Point of view from company A 

The “A- company” was established in 1926.  They have experiences with commercial policy 

of the CR before the CR joined the EU and after that too. They have started trading with 

Germany approximately in 1993. They have 5 stable German partners which are reliable in 

terms of negotiation and payment. There are no change requirements from the Czech side 

toward the German companies. During their existence they do not perceive a significant 

impact of political, non-political and economic factors, which would affect the mutual trading 

with Germany. 

Nowadays all Czech and German companies as members of the EU can use financial support 

from Operational programs for business and innovations. The “A- company” has used the 

support for export and investment to the technology. They have searched on the Internet to 

find required information, which could help them for trading with Germany. There are 
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organization like Czechtrade, Czech-Germany Chamber of commercial and industry and other 

organization helping, which have transparent web site to support companies in trade. The 

Czechtrade organize fairs, where the companies become familiar with other companies and 

their products. The “A- company” attends these fairs which are beneficial for them. The “A- 

company” is not member of Czech-Germany Chamber of commercial and industry but if they 

cooperate with Germany it could be good for them in terms of support for the announcement 

of the temporary provision of services in Germany, advice about the European funds and the 

investment incentives. In 2013 the Czech national bank did intervention of Czech crown and 

it has positive contribution because the trades remained the same and it increased the sales in 

CZK. 

From the Germany point of view the CR should streamline public administration but the “A- 

company” is satisfied how it is. They do not perceive any significant changes during trading 

with German partners after the CR joined the EU. They mentioned that generally this action 

simplified trading. Concerning the question if the CR could be affected during recession by 

Germany due to binding of their economies it was confirmed by decrease in trade of this firm. 

They do not have restriction in terms of trading with other countries. They have wide 

diversification of foreign trade from the territorial point of view, which mean that they do not 

depend only on German partners. In terms of strengthening relations in trade they want to 

focus on other countries than Germany. From the territorial point of view and proximity 

orientation in sectors is Germany strategically good area for trade but other development 

towards trading with German partners is hindered by weak demand. 

 

5.2. Point of view from company B 

The “B- company” was established in 2002.  They have experiences with the commercial 

policy of the CR before the CR joined the EU and after that too. They have started cooperate 

with Germany in 2005 and nowadays they have 10 German partners which are reliable in 

terms of negotiation. There are no change requirements from the Czech side toward the 
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German partners. During the existence of the “B- company” they did not perceive significant 

impact of political, non-political and economic factors, which would affect mutual trading 

with Germany. 

This company does not use financial support from the Operational programs for business and 

innovations. The company has visited these fairs which are beneficial for them. This firm is 

not member of the Czech-Germany Chamber of commercial and industry.  

From the Germany point of view the CR should streamline public administration but the “B- 

company” is satisfied how it is. The CR supports export and in 2013 the Czech national bank 

did intervention of Czech crown but for the firm it had no significant influence. 

 They were trading partner with Germany after the CR joined the EU. Concerning the question 

if the CR could be affected during recession by Germany due to binding of their economies it 

was confirmed by the reduction of prices. They have a small diversification of foreign trade 

from the territorial point of view, which mean higher dependence on Germany. They do not 

intend to extend their number of partners but if they would want they require reliability of 

supply. Other development towards trading with Germany is hindered by the Legislation of 

the Czech Republic and Germany.  
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5.3. Point of view from company C 

The “C- company” was established in 1951.  They have experiences with commercial policy 

of the CR before the CR joined the EU and after that too. They have started trading with 

Germany approximately in 1989 but much earlier they traded with foreign businesses (FRG) 

too. They have contact with 421 partners and because of a natural transition from businesses 

of foreign trade they had direct contacts after 1989. The German partners require 

communication in German and they are not reliable in terms of  payment. During their 

existence they perceive significant impact of political, non-political and economic factors, 

which affect mutual trading with Germany such as the collapse of the COMECON and entry 

of the CR into the EU. The entrance of the CR into the EU brought for this company 

simplification of paperwork, some bureaucratic paperwork within the EU, equality and 

partnership. The “C- company” watches new possibilities and it uses support from subsidy 

programs.  

They visited fairs organized by the Czechtrade. The fairs are usually visited by representatives 

of purchase not of buying therefore success of the fairs is not high.  At least in the area of 

mechanical engineering they monitor the development of the industry. The Czech public 

administration should provide a state support of funding and transparency of Export Bank. As 

effective they see tangible actions for conservation of work in the EU, simplifying of the 

political climate and creating of trust and partnership. In 2013 the Czech National Bank did 

intervention of Czech crown and because of that their import and mainly export were affected 

from both factors negative and positive. 

This “C- company” is not a member of the Czech-Germany Chamber of commercial and 

industry. They have searched for example in Kompas and specialized press to find required 

information, which helps for trading with Germany. The recession in Germany had impact on 

the company due to their binding. Germany is their biggest export partner and its problems are 

theirs. They trade with significant countries such as China and Scandinavian countries. They 

do not depend only on German partners and this could help them during time of recession in 

Germany. In terms of strengthening relations they required from partners trust and financial 
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protection. 

 

5.4. Point of view from company D 

The “D- company” was established in 1895. Firstly it was owned by two German companies 

Eckstein and Fremuth until the nationalization in 1945. They have experiences with the 

commercial policy of the CR before before the CR joined the EU and after that too. They have 

started trading with Germany approximately in 1990 and they own the database of the 

potential partners. 

They have dozens of partners and because of the natural transition from businesses of the 

foreign trade they had direct contacts after 1989. After 1995 they started trade with more 

companies with good reputation. During their existence they perceive a significant impact of 

political, non-political and economic factors, which affect mutual trading with Germany such 

as the EU’s transition to the uniform EURO currency. The “B- company” is not a member of 

the Czech-Germany Chamber of the commercial and industry. They have a specific position 

bacause they are located 5 km from the Germany border. In the past were owned by Germans 

and they have still the German managers. Therefore the entry into the EU had no significant 

effect. They refuse the EU grants and the subsidies. They consider them an incredible source 

of corruption, bureaucracy, unjust, uneconomic and inefficient approach how to spend the 

public money. Information and advice for the trade with German partners get from the 

German managers who can see "behind the scenes" of their countrymen. They had signed a 

contract for representation in the Federal Republic of Germany with a lawyer and a member of 

the Bundestag as well. 

The Czech public administration should stop the planned way of enriching itself from the 

public contracts and it should respect the law and the order in the country. The CNB must not 

arbitrarily and without an explanation to influence the exchange rate difference EUR/CZK by 

dilution of money. The direct and the indirect taxes should have the long-term optimal 

settings across the political spectrum. Efficiency see in insurance company EGAP, providing 
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debt for companies with worse ratings because they monitor carefully the rating of their 

customers and suppliers. The intervention of Czech National Bank in 2013 they perceive as a 

creation of unstable environment which is bad for business. A significant effect on their 

company during recession in Germany they do not see only because of strong binding with 

German partners but unwillingness of Czech government to give new procurement only for 

Czech companies in the Czech Republic such as Germany did. The government did also very 

bad steps which were not helpful in that time. 

Germany is ten times bigger and more important market for the CR than for example Russia. 

They think that it is worthy to take care politically about the great Czech-German relations. 

They trade with the USA, China, Korea, Japan, Taiwan and Russia. Fairs are very important 

for them. Practically the whole world meets there. There are the greatest and most important 

trade fairs in Germany. They compare and track technology innovations, trends and purchase. 

They do not depend only on German partners and other development of their business towards 

Germany is limited by their unwillingness to invest money because the crisis is not over yet 

and they just fear. 

 

5.5. Point of view from the specialists 

Before 1993 was the CR part of the Soviet Union as a Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and 

had protectionist approach in terms of trade. Model of central economic planning failed and 

led to the collapse of the former communist bloc. After Velvet Revolution the CR has been 

always liberal and promote the removal of barriers in trade. A small economy such as the 

Czech economy should be open because it depends on export, but also import of raw materials 

and semi-finished products. The entire industrialized world (except North Korea and Cuba) 

creates conditions for their businesses which lead to free trade. Each country has of course the 

option to use the tariff and the tax policy to protect own internal market assuming fulfillment 

of the international agreements. 
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The companies which doing the business in the CR, have free access to the markets of the 

other member countries thanks to the membership in WTO and in the EU. The disadvantage 

for our businessmen can be the higher competitive of the imported goods and of course the 

exchange rate risks. This disadvantage should dismiss via entering the CR to the euro zone. 

Openness and liberalization can harm only the less able and the uncompetitive firms. The 

benefits are the uniform duty laws, the uniform tax laws, reducing the administrative burden 

participation in such markets, the increased competitiveness of these companies due to its 

slightly lower production costs and the assurance of legal environment. Who are capable, 

innovative and enterprising have opened door to the world. 

Certain decisions of the EU could be for some member countries less convenient, sometimes 

it is not the entire country, but partial entities (markets). It is about to find mutual 

compromises, without them cannot be any negotiations proceed. The companies in the CR are 

confronted with the developed rivals that brought to our market the technologically advanced 

products, often cheaper and more efficient than the domestic substitutes in the areas of the 

industrial production. In the area of the consumer goods, the offer was much more 

pronounced. This situation could lead of course and in many cases it led to the cessation of the 

production at the Czech factories. 

Due to surrender of sovereignty of the CR to the EU in the area of commercial policy we can 

creates our own national position and exchange of information and negotiations can be 

proceeded at different levels at regular week intervals. We have the ability to create coalitions 

with other member countries with which we have close opinions for example, within Visegrad 

Group. It is not "about us-without us" as it is often presented. Major benefits are the uniform 

duty and tax legislation, the stability of the legal environment, the trade policy coordination 

with the economically advanced countries, the uniform policy of the EU countries against the 

increase of the imported goods from these countries with an opaque production costs, the 

child labor, violation of the environmental agreements and so on.  

The individual member countries negotiated many exemptions in the state subvention for the 

various business subjects during the concluding of the access agreements. It was the state 
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subvention of the CR, for example, in the restructuring of the heavy industry. Areas of the 

state subvention for the individual areas of the economy are often the main points of the 

negotiations between the European commissioners and the administration of the CR.  

Current interests of the CR, which want to enforce in CCP is to provide a free access to 

foreign markets due to the structure of the Czech economy which has the small internal 

market and the strong export policy. An important area to negotiations is the free movement 

of workers within the EU member states. Other interests are for example, protection of 

geographical indications of other products, currently valid for wine. 

The state administration should prepare the fair conditions for all the market participants and 

it should represent taxpayers' interests at the CR and abroad too. "Streamlining of trade" is 

more or less in the hands of the private sector. Czech exporters would like to have less 

bureaucracy, easier access on the markets of third countries, lower taxes and available loans. 

The activity of the Czech trade agency is very important. It helps the interests of our exporters 

abroad. The common abroad traveling of our government officials is the very significant help 

for the foreign Trade, if the part of these delegations is the number of the exporter 

representatives who have the easier access to their potential, future business partners due to 

these official visits. The EGAP insurance company insuring the Czech export. This institution 

has a department directly supporting the small and the medium enterprises. The weaknesses of 

this support are related to the Czech taxpayers, because not all export projects are successful 

and the state subsequently has no choice but to bail out these losing trades. Specific 

achievements usually depend on personal contacts and capabilities of Czech trade diplomacy. 

Furthermore, decisive factors on the market are always price, quality, innovation and service. 

The CR and its entrepreneurs are the major players in the supply of finished products in the 

field of the mechanical engineering, the automotive, the firearms, or the chemical industry, 

but also in many other fields. The individual market participants in the vast majority decide 

about the success of trading. The state helps them within its capabilities for example, 

execution of investment incentives politics. 
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The CR and its entrepreneurs are the major players in the supply of finished products in the 

field of the mechanical engineering, the automotive, the firearms, or the chemical industry, 

but also in many other fields. Do not think, however, that our country is something special due 

to its history and its size in the world trade or the European trade. There are educated and 

hardworking people in the CR and these industries have a long tradition in our country for 

decades. This is our big advantage. The investment incentives politics of the previous 

governments motivated the foreign companies to invest their money in the CR and it gave the 

work directly or indirectly for the hundreds of thousands of people. Many Czech companies 

are involved in the various subcontracts for these big companies and they have the opportunity 

to develop their business. About the success of trading decide the individual market 

participants in the vast majority. The state helps them within its capabilities. 

 

Czech economy is strongly linked with the German economy because of historical bonds, 

similar culture, social sentiment, language skills, but also FDI and especially distance. 

Germany is driving force not only of the Czech economy but also for other countries which 

acceded. Effort of Czech government is to diversify exports and reduce dependence of the CR 

on exports to the EU, especially with Germany, which participates to Czech exports about 

30%. In terms of commodities, there is a need to build on our industrial base and comparative 

advantages, respectively, disadvantages. We need to be aware of globalization of the world 

economy and the increasing fragmentation of production. Czech companies to reduce 

dependence of German consumption should be more innovative and get on more distant 

markets. The competition which is on the EU market and the companies should adopt so-

called "strategy of market niches" and find own place on the market 
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6. Conclusion  

 

In this investigation, the aim was to asess development and current state of the Czech 

Republic commercial policy. This study has showed what brought for the Czech Republic, 

their businesses and entrepreneurs the implementation of the CCP. This study has identified 

the advantage and disadvantage of the CCP for entrepreneurs and businesses. The aim of the 

primary research was to ask companies on their experiences of trade with Germany to show 

the binding and impact of the CCP. This study brought points of view from specialists which 

supported objectives from literature review. They analysed development of the Czech 

commercial policy and relation with Germany. 

This study has stressed that the Czech Republic as a member of the EU had to implement the 

CCP. It brought mainly advantages for businesses and entrepreneurs such as uniform duty and 

tax legislation, the stability of the legal environment, the trade policy coordination with the 

economically advanced countries and so on. The entrance not only to the EU but also to the 

WTO was the significant and important decision which could open Czech market for other 

competitors and discard only the less able and uncompetitive. Specific achievements usually 

depend on personal contacts and capabilities of Czech trade diplomacy. Furthermore, decisive 

factors on the market are always price, quality, innovation and service. The companies did not 

perceive significant changes due to implication of the EU CCP but generally positive such as 

simplification of paperwork and trading. 

The Czech economy is strongly linked with the German economy because of the historical 

bonds, similar cultures, the social sentiment, the language skills, but also the FDI and 

especially the distance. In the Czech government export strategy is effort to reduce 

dependence of the CR on exports to the EU, especially with Germany, which participates to 

the Czech exports about 30%. The Czech companies also reduce this binding by increasing of 

their trade partners from other markets. Due to their binding, the recession caused negative 

affect in their trade. 
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The CR tries to support the export through for example the MIT, the EGAP and so on. There 

are some negative points from the Czech companies which have to be mentioned. The public 

administration should stop the planned way of enriching itself from the public contracts and it 

should respect the law and the order in the country. The CNB must not arbitrarily and without 

an explanation to influence the exchange rate difference EUR/CZK by dilution of money. The 

direct and the indirect taxes should have the long-term optimal settings across the political 

spectrum. The Czech government should follow some of the actions of the German 

government which are in the terms of trade more efficient. 

This study has shown that generally the Czech companies are satisfied with the German 

partners in trade and the business relationships with them during the years increased. Germany 

is the driving force of the Czech economy and it pays to take care politically about the great 

Czech-German relations. 

This study was limited by a relatively small number of interviewees and therefore its results 

are more or less subjective. The research should be conducted with more interviewees to 

know the real situation in wider context. The interviewees and more companies should be 

examined in order to obtain more precise information and to know what the experiences 

within entire industry sector, for example. 
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